
August 2021, Issue 8.08

As with every month, we are cover what's new with Mis-
fit Studios, this month’s new products, and details on our 
August 2021 promotion. Read on for details!

What's Going On 
with Misfit Studios

July saw us return to DriveThru’s print program by add-
ing a few titles that will be available there via Print On De-
mand once we approve the proof copies. Among the first of 
these will be our recent Love & Justice Volume 1 release, 
which is selling very well.

Along with the usual stock art we present each month 
(including some from several new artists), we also released 
the first of our archetype series for Darwin’s World, Nu-
clear Edition, the Scav. These small PDF releases provide a 
starting point for wasteland characters. Expect more of these 
as we build up to the core book’s release.

So far as the core book goes, I’m putting time into color-
ing the interior art until I catch up to the point where the text 
is all ready to go. This is giving me a much-needed break 
from writing, editing, and rules conversions.

Misfit Studios 
in Print

Misfit Studios offers a variety of top quality print prod-
ucts through Lulu. You can also download our most recent 
catalog of print products here.

Misfit Studios' New 
Releases -- Game Product

Here is what Misfit Studios released in July of 2021.

Newsletter
You may have received this newsletter 
because you have set your OneBookShelf 
account settings to allow emails from pub-
lishers. If you do not wish to do so, you must 
change this setting in your account.

http://www.misfit-studios.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Misfit-Studios/41768560942
https://twitter.com/RPGMisfit
http://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/362733?affiliate_id=34429&src=August2021OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/misfitstudios
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/Misfit-Studios-Print-Catalog.pdf
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Douglas “Draco” Manzini Presents:  
Deserted Dragon Bones

Stock #: MIS9900

This stock art image by Douglas “Draco” Manzini depicts a set of Deserted Dragon 
Bones sprawled across a dune. What manner of beast did the skeleton belong to and 
just how long have its bones been there, bleaching in the sun?

This black and white purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. 
Transparent background TIFF version also provided. Dimensions are 8.5 x 11 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF) 

Sade Presents: Martial Arts Warlord

Stock #: MIS9922

This stock art image by Sade presents a masked Martial Arts Warlord. Their identity 
concealed, just how is this mysterious figure? What skills and talent (and perhaps even 
powers) do they possess, ready to unleash on their opponent?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi and in-
cluding a cast shadow. Transparent background TIFF version also provided. Dimen-
sions are 5 x 7 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Eric Lofgren Presents: Savanna Unicorns

Stock #: MIS9923

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren depicts a family of Savanna Unicorns that are 
definitely not horse-based. Are they simply natural creatures or do they possess some 
kind of arcane powers?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimensions 
are 5.5 x 7 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)
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Earl Geier Presents: Crabman Monster

Stock #: MIS9924

This stock art piece from Earl Geier depicts a Crabman Monster on the attack. With 
a spiked shell on its back and crab-like hands, is this an experiment gone wrong or 
evolution at work?

The image is 5.25 x 7.5” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vec-
tor version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG

Jennifer S Lange Presents:  
Defiant Female Knight

Stock #: MIS9925

This stock art image by Jennifer S Lange delivers a Defiant Female Knight alone on 
the field of battle, fully armored, sword in hand, and ready for the enemy.

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimen-
sions are 12 x 7 inches.

Big enough for a wrapping cover, front and back!

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Click on the above advertisement to go directly to our print storefront
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Douglas “Draco” Manzini Presents: Frost Giant

Stock #: MIS9926

This stock art image by Douglas “Draco” Manzini depicts a horned Frost Giant 
dressed in furs and wielding a sword partially made from the skull of a defeated foe.

This black and white purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. 
Dimensions are 8.5 x 11 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Sade Presents: Modern Female Gunfighter

Stock #: MIS9927

This stock art image by Sade depicts a confident, Modern Female Gunfighter with a 
pistol in each hand, ready for trouble.

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimen-
sions are 8.5 x 12 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Eric Lofgren Presents: Forest Train Ride

Stock #: MIS9928

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren depicts a Wilderness Train Ride in progress. 
Where is this steam-powered engine going? What sort of passengers are in the cars trail-
ing it?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimensions 
are 8 x 6 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)
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Earl Geier Presents: Deep Sea Monster

Stock #: MIS9929

This stock art piece from Earl Geier presents a Deep Sea Monster winding its way 
through the water. How fast is it and what is it capable of when it gets those tentacles 
wrapped around prey?

The image is 3 x 6” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vec-
tor version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG

Jennifer S Lange Presents: Giant Seed Flying

Stock #: MIS9930

This stock art image by Jennifer S Lange depicts a group of adventurous youths Gi-
ant Seed Flying on the wind with birds as companions

This sepia purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimen-
sions are 15.25 x 11 inches.

Big enough for a partial-wrap cover, front and back!

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Douglas “Draco” Manzini Presents:  
Dwarf Warrior

Stock #: MIS9931

This stock art image by Douglas “Draco” Manzini depicts a sturdy and defiant 
Dwarf Warrior confidently armed with a massive mace, ready for trouble and looking 
for a fight.

This black and white purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. 
Transparent background TIFF version also provided. Dimensions are 8.5 x 11 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)
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Sade Presents: Spider Mutant

Stock #: MIS9932

This stock art image by Sade depicts a muscular, Spider Mutant among city ruins. 
Desiccated and mottled, is this horror also the victim of disease or radiation, or is it 
typical of what’s found in the aftermath of humanity’s nuclear folly? Regardless, it 
looks like it’s prepared to put up a fight.

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimen-
sions are 8.5 x 5.5 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Scav Post-Apocalypic Archetype for 
Darwin’s World, Nuclear Edition

Stock #: MISDW002

This release for Darwin’s World, Nuclear Edition presents the Scav Post-Apocalyptic 
Archetype This ready-to-go character build provides a foundation for you to develop 
a character who plunges into the ruins and remnants of Ancient Mankind in search of 
valuables.

Includes suggested roles within a group, several ideas for variations, suggested Back-
grounds and Factions, and ideas on incorporating mutations and further character de-
velopment.

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Eric Lofgren Presents: Temple Guardian

Stock #: MIS9933

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren depicts a disciplined, well-trained Temple Guard-
ian wielding the weapon of her faith and ready to deal some holy damage to any infidels.

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimensions 
are 8 x 6.25 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)
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Earl Geier Presents: Wild Man Portrait

Stock #: MIS9934

This stock art piece from Earl Geier presents a Wild Man Portrait. Is he simply un-
kempt? Living alone in the wilderness? Homeless? A mad scientist?

The image is 4 x 6” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vector 
version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG

Jennifer S Lange Presents: Human Male Mystic

Stock #: MIS9935

This stock art image by Jennifer S Lange presents a Human Male Mystic confidently 
unleashing a spell from his outstretched hand.

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimen-
sions are 7.75 x 11 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Douglas “Draco” Manzini Presents:  
Catman Warrior Druid

Stock #: MIS9936

This stock art image by Douglas “Draco” Manzini depicts a well-seasoned Catman 
Warrior Druid, axe in paw and magic simmering behind his eyes, ready for a fight.

This black and white purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. 
Transparent background TIFF version also provided. Dimensions are 8.5 x 11 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)
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Sade Presents: Parked APC

Stock #: MIS9937

This stock art image by Sade presents a Parked APC atop a rocky hill on a sunny 
day. Presented in three variations: brown/rust-colored, striped, and pink.

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimen-
sions are 4.5 x 6 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

Love & Justice Volume 1

Stock #: MIS5102

Love is a powerful emotion. And when you add in aliens, robots, radiation, magic, 
mutants, mad science, forgotten gods, and ancient curses, it becomes a SUPERpower-
ful force. Super-powered love leads to comedy, intrigue, risk-taking, sacrifice, and ad-
venture! And Love & Justice is your guidebook to romance, love, and sex in superhero 
roleplaying games.

Illustrated throughout by Super Powered Legends artist Jacob Blackmon, Love & Jus-
tice Volume 1 includes:

A History of Romance in Comic Books

Rules for Adding Sex and Romance to Your Superhero Campaign

Romantic Tropes to Include (or avoid) When Building Your Campaign

The Wide World of Relationships

Suggestions for a Romance-Specific pre-campaign Session Zero

Together with its companion volume, Love & Justice Volume 1 gives you what you 
need to introduce romance to your superhero game without losing the heroics.

Purchase:Purchase: DriveThruRPG (PDF)

PRomotions

Get the Monster Brief: Deadly Plants for the Savage Worlds RPG for free. Get It 
Now.

Alternate Newsletter Access

Visit the Freebies section of our website to access previous newsletter PDFs.

Keep current with what's going on by visiting the Misfit Studios homepage.
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